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George DeWolfe is a master of the fine print: he studied with photographic geniuses Ansel Adams

and Minor White, and worked as a consultant to the most significant companies in the digital

photography world. Now, he passes on his considerable expertise to all, in a breathtaking new

DIGITAL MASTERS guide that combines artistic concepts for taking beautiful photographs with an

array of practical techniques. With interest in black-and-white exploding, digital photographers will

rush to take advantage of the knowledge he imparts.Â Â Â Â 
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Generally speaking, there are three basic types of digital-photography-related books on the market:

(1) the beginner's guides, that walk the aspiring photographer / "camera user" through the steps

necessary to take a picture, how to operate her camera, and how to download images to the

computer and print them out on a small ink-jet printer; (2) the intermediate guides, that assume

readers are already familiar with their camera but want to learn more about how to process their

images for the web or prints; and are tailored to readers who are serious about their photography

(certainly more so than casual "point and shooters," but do not invest more than a few hours on a

weekend, say, or as "designated photographers" at family get-togethers and vacations; and (3) the

serious "how-to" manuals for affirmed afficionados of photography (who want to learn all of what

Adobe's Photoshop has to offer, for example) and professional photographers (who may want to



learn additional techniques or, if they are film-photographers, want to boot-strap themselves into

digital photography). Each type of book is well represented on the market, of course, and there are

many excellent books - classics even (the books by Martin Evening, Katrin Easemann, and Scott

Kelby all come to mind) - of each type.But, thus far at least, the digital photography world has lacked

a particular kind of voice that film photography has enjoyed for decades, simply because film

photography has been around for so long. Namely, the voice of a seasoned fine-art photographer /

printer writing about and dispensing with his years of experience as a photographer applied to the

new, emerging digital imaging technologies.

This review is given 3 stars to set it apart from the other glowing reviews. I've done this in order to

call attention to the possiblity that readers who don't use Lightroom & Photoshop may be

disappointed. The book's examples use these two programs exclusively - and mostly Lightroom.

Although the author correctly observes that many other programs can be used, that's as far as he

goes. His detailed explanations of image adjustments make extensive use of screen shots (Mac) of

his two favored programs and may not be especially helpful to those who use another workflow.

Also, if I might add another criticism, the screen shots which show an image together with the

Lightroom controls side by side results in the control panel being so small as to be virtually

unreadable - adding to the frustration of a non-Lightroom user trying to decipher & translate what is

being done. Trying to understand the functionality of "dragging the Clarity slider..." when one isn't a

Lightroom user and thus unfamilar with its unique terminology (clarity) makes translation to another

workflow even more difficult. Is Clarity similar to Silver Efex Pro's Structure slider? Who knows? -

but it illustrates the problems caused by coupling a generic topic such as B&W Printing to a specific

piece of software. Disappointing.Also - devoting an entire chapter to customizing Lightroom modules

and another chapter to inputting images from your camera to your computer and from your

computer to Lightroom resulted in 24 pages totally without value in my workflow (especially inputting

images which is so basic so as to be inappropriate in a book on B&W printing; better to stay "on

topic").Mr. DeWolfe is obviously talented and his book has a lot to offer.
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